How To Survive & Thrive In The Near Future
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No Crystal Ball
No Prophet
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2 Important Words
PIVOT AND PURPOSE
Pivot

Ability to Adapt to Change
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I wouldn't be here
if we hadn't changed
Change Stinks ... But Lots of Things are Changing
PARTICULARLY IN AND BECAUSE OF TECHNOLOGY
Glue or Pixels
Would You Rather Be In Front Of IT, or Ran Over By It
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Options and Opportunities
“The Best Way to Predict The Future Is to Create It.”

—Peter Drucker
MINDSET MATTERS MOST
“Your thinking is your experience.”

—Barbara Bradley Hagerty
Be Positive, Optimistic, Lucky, Watching, Thinking, Sharing, Exploring, Experimenting, Flexible, Alert, Open, and Ready
Invest In People

My Success Is Directly Related to My Relationships
IF EVERYTHING CHANGED, WHO WOULD YOU NEED
Be Light & Nimble Financially
Purpose

Ability to Understand How You Help Other People
More Of The World Is Climbing Up The Pyramid
Dare You To Read

“Abundance”

By Peter Diamondis
Is This as Good As It Gets
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Purpose Shifts, Changes & Evolves
Purpose = People
Using Your Time Talent Treasure To Make People’s Lives Awesome
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Also, Doing Right & Good by People
Who are you serving
Who are you helping
Who is helping you
I make _____ lives awesome by _______.
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Pivoting and Purpose are Interconnected
Life Is an Adventure, But You Have to Carry Your Own Bags
THANKS!
cory@iThemes.com
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